Binary Compensation Plan
What is a Binary?
New Consultant and Recruitment Bonus Program.
Every consultant must continue to progress in the company business. When looking at your business plan you should
look at the Binary as your Consultant bonus tracking program. The Binary keeps track of your progress in sign‐ups. With
each new consultant on your team, you will receive a one‐time Fast Start Commission. See the Fast Start Commission
Chart. When you sign‐up people you place them on your left leg (team) or right leg (team). Your decision of where to
place a new team member depends on what is your weak team. The weak team is the one that needs balancing so that
you can receive your cycle bonus. See “What is a Binary Cycle?”

Package

Price

# of Bottles
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Chart

0

One Time
Fast Commission
for Recruiting
Consultant
$0

Membership
Consultant
Try It Consultant
Starter Consultant
Builder Consultant
VIP Consultant

$49

0 (0)*

$10

$200
$400
$800
$1,200

2
4
10
16

$50
$100
$200
$300

1 (100)*
2 (200)*
4 (400)*
6 (600)*

$20
$30
$40
$60

*Currently the points are in single digits, once we move to our new website it will be in hundreds

What is a Binary Cycle?
A cycle consists of 9 points. These points must be balanced on between both teams. As long there are 3 points on
one side and 6 points on the other side then you receive a cycle bonus. It doesn’t matter which side gets 3 vs. 6. The
amount of the bonus depends on your sign‐up level. (See Points on Chart)
These points never expire but there must be a balance on both teams. it’s imperative that you watch where you
place your sign‐ups. If you do not balance your teams you will lose out on cycle bonuses. Again though, the points
never expire and your teams can go down indefinitely so it’s never too late to correct your team balances.

Each person you sign‐up receives a point value. The point value is connected to the consultant level, the lower the
level the lesser the points. When looking at balancing your teams, be sure to keep the sign‐up level in mind.
Example: let’s look at the side that you need 3 points on, if you sign‐up a Try It consultant you would need to sign‐up
3 Try It consultants in‐order to get the 3 points needed on the one side. You can also sign‐up 1 Starter consultant and
1 Try It consultant, that is 3 points. Or you can sign up 1 Builder or 1 VIP, that is more than 3 points, (See Points on
Chart). Because of this you want to encourage them to choose the higher level.
Further examples;
1 Membership consultant + 1 Try It consultant = 1 Point;
1 Try It + 1 Starter = 3 Points;
1 Starter + 1 Builder = 6 Points;
1 VIP = 6 Points

